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Wolf Black Attack
WOLVES BOUNCED BY BANDITS AND STUNG BY SARNIA

The Black Attack took to home ice on Saturday for a
game with the London Bandits. Aaron Jeffrey moved
up to the wing to take Aidan Brady’s spot until his
return from England. The first period was tight
checking, with a few good scoring chances by both
teams. The second period started off the same way
until the Wolves had 3 minutes of defensive zone
coverage lapse that resulted in the Bandits scoring 3
quick goals through the middle period.  Matt Buck
was able to get the Wolves on the board when he
rifled home a shot after receiving a nice pass from
Ben Hagen and Aaron Jeffries. That is as close as the
Wolves would come, losing 3-1.
It was a quick turnaround for the Black Attack as they
faced the Sarnia Sting at home early Sunday
afternoon.  Sarnia got on the board quick when the Sting forward was left alone in front to bang in a centering pass.
Sarnia would take a 2 goal lead on a power play, ending the first period with the Wolves down 2-0.  The play got
rough, with majors given to both teams for boarding and checks to the head.  Colin Kim was forced to leave the game
after receiving a hit to the head and Colton Tucker was given a major for a boarding call, which put the Wolves down
3 player’s midway through the second period.  The Wolves fought hard with the short bench but were unable to
solve Sarnia’s stifling D, ending the game with a 2-0 loss.  Next up for the Wolves is the second place Burlington
Bulldogs at home on Saturday and a game in London versus the Hawks on Sunday.

Player profile: #7 Ben Hagen
Ben Hagen wears #7 for the Black Attack.  He mates call him Bulldozer and you only need to watch him play once to
know why.  Despite being outsized in most defensive match ups, Bulldozer never backs down from a hit and lays out

those opposing forwards with clean hits along the boards. He bangs
and crashes his way to defensive supremacy! Not only can
Bulldozer hit, but he’s got speed too! Ben was at his bulldozing
best on Saturday and Sunday, clearing the front of the net and tying
up those forwards so Wally could see the puck.
Ben is a grade 6 student at Lexington Public School where he loves
the subjects of gym and art.  When Ben isn’t playing hockey, he likes
to participate in Extreme Sports like mountain biking, rip-sticking
and long boarding. Its clear Bulldozer’s courage on the ice goes a
long way off the ice too! Ben
spends the rest of his spare
time playing COD MW3 while
listening to some Pitbull and
Gangnam Style.  Congrats on 2
great games this weekend Ben!

SCOREBOARD
Waterloo 1
London Bandits 3

Waterloo 0
Sarnia Sting 2


